The regions of deviation method has been proposed as a technique for identifying regions of the gait cycle where joint motion deviates from normal (Shorter et al., 2008) . The original statistical analysis distinguished only peak values during stance and swing. In the current article, we extend the approach by examining deviations from normal throughout the entire gait cycle using pointwise t tests. These methods were demonstrated on hind-limb joint angles of 21 Labrador Retrievers without and with cranial cruciate ligament disease. Results were compared with peak difference analysis previously performed on these subjects. All points in the gait cycle where symmetry deviations were significantly affected by cranial cruciate ligament disease (via pointwise t tests) were defined as regions of deviation from symmetry. Discriminant function analysis was used to consider single subjects and validate that these regions were truly areas of difference between groups. Regions of deviation encompassed previously determined significant peak differences, while extending analysis to additional areas of asymmetry. Discriminant function analysis suggested that the region of deviation method is a viable approach for distinguishing motion pattern differences. This enhanced method may help researchers better understand the mechanisms behind lameness and compensation.
Pathological and injured gaits often produce limb asymmetry, which can be used to identify and track problems (Griffin et al., 1995; Sadeghi et al., 2000) . Traditionally, gait asymmetries are clinically assessed qualitatively by studying differences in joint kinematic and kinetic curves (Perry, 1992; Whittle, 1996) and quantitatively by studying differences in symmetry indices of measures such as vertical ground reaction forces, speed, stride frequencies, and plantar pressure distribution (Sadeghi, 2003) . While these methods are usually sufficient in distinguishing between healthy and abnormal gaits, they lack quantitative information regarding the complex motion pattern changes occurring throughout the gait cycle .
In terms of clinically relevant methods, focus has been placed on developing metrics that can quantify differences seen between kinematic and kinetic time series data throughout gait. Researchers have examined significant differences between limbs in major peak kinematic and kinetic values throughout the cycle (e.g., Ragetly et al., 2010; Sadeghi, 2003) . Others have included even more of the gait cycle into their methods. For example, Manal and Stanhope (2004) qualitatively displayed time series deviations from normative using color codes. This method added temporal and intensity information to the deviation from normal, but lacked quantification and statistical analysis. Crenshaw and Richards (2006) quantitatively assessed symmetry and normalcy through eigenvectors of joint angle time series data, but this methodology neglected the timing of the deviations. Shorter et al. (2008) expanded on these ideas by developing the regions of deviation (ROD) method for identifying regions of the gait cycle where joint angular displacements deviated from normative data. This method quantified deviations from normal as those that lay outside 1 SD of the normative group mean at each point in the gait cycle. To analyze group differences, Shorter et al. performed a t test between groups at intuitively picked single points in the deviation data (peak values) during stance and swing.
The current work extended the analysis of the ROD method by utilizing t tests on the deviations from normal throughout the entire cycle. Pointwise tests provide a sense of the true regions for which the movement patterns deviate significantly from normal by testing the group differences in symmetry deviation at each time in the gait cycle. This enhanced ROD method not only provides quantitative differences between groups, but also helps to identify where and how movement patterns are affected by injury or pathology. We demonstrated these methods on gait data of Labrador Retriever dogs with and without naturally occurring cranial cruciate ligament disease (CCLD) of the hind limb. The cranial cruciate ligament is a critical stifle (knee) stabilizer, and CCLD is the leading cause of pelvic lameness in dogs (Johnson et al., 1994) . Results were then compared with previously reported kinematic peak difference analyses on the same subjects (Ragetly et al., 2010) , as well as comparisons to results from the original ROD method. Finally, discriminant function analysis (DFA) was integrated with the resulting regions of deviation to demonstrate a potential clinical diagnosis tool for individual subjects, as well as a method to validate the importance of the found regions of asymmetry.
Methods

Data Collection
A total of 21 adult purebred Labrador Retriever dogs (weight 36.6 ± 8.5 kg, age 81 ± 30 months, 13 females and 8 males) were used in this study: 12 healthy and 9 with unilateral CCLD. Clinical diagnosis of CCLD, estimation of morphometric data via computerized tomography and solid modeling, and calculation of hind limb gait kinematics and kinetics have previously been described (Ragetly et al., 2010 (Ragetly et al., , 2008 . Dogs were trotted over a walkway with one embedded force plate (AMTI model BP600900, Watertown, MA, USA) with an average trotting speed of 1.92 ± 0.22 m/s. Kinematic data were collected from 13 spherical reflective markers placed on bony landmarks using a six-camera motion capture system (Vicon 460 Datastation, Oxford, UK) at 100 Hz. The first five valid trials per hind limb were used, and in certain cases fewer trials were used due to missing marker data. All procedures were approved by the university's Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and all dog owners gave full informed consent.
Gait data used in the current study were sagittalplane flexion/extension angles for the hip, stifle (knee), and hock (ankle) of both hind limbs. A gait cycle began when the hind limb struck the force plate, and ended when that limb subsequently struck the walkway. Toeoff was defined as the point at which the hind limb lifted off the walkway. Each gait cycle was normalized to 100 points, and toe-off locations were linearly timenormalized to each limb's average toe-off time (Helwig et al., 2011) . Averaged gait cycle data for each limb were then computed, and toe-off times were again normalized to the healthy group's average toe-off time for consistent stance/swing alignment.
Regions of Deviation
Since this work focused on deviations from symmetry, analysis was performed on the magnitude of differences between the left (l) and right (r) joint angles (V). The absolute difference for each joint (j) of subject i was defined as
for each n, corresponding to percent gait cycle. The deviations from normative data were then defined as
where ΔV j,n ( H ) is the mean value for the healthy group and SD j,n ( H ) is the corresponding standard deviation. The original work by Shorter et al. (2008) presented these deviation values (D j,n ) graphically as "regions of deviation," culminating the analysis by comparing group differences with peak values at single points during both stance and swing phases using t tests. Here we have enhanced the methodology and have defined the actual "regions" not as every point where D j,n (i) ≠ 0 , but as every point n where D j,n is significantly different between groups.
In order for more accurate statistical comparison throughout the entire gait cycle, group differences between symmetry deviations D j,n were assessed with t tests at every time point (n) for the three joint angles (j). One-sided t tests were performed for the alternative hypothesis H ) are the CCLD and healthy group means, respectively). All points n proving significantly different (α = .05) were then considered to fall within a region of deviation from symmetry for joint j, since the CCLD group symmetry deviations were significantly larger than the healthy group for those times. No type-I error adjustments were made to the pointwise tests. This is because we asked whether the deviation scores were significantly different at each individual time point, instead of whether profiles of deviation scores were different throughout the whole gait cycle. Thus, the level of question for the significant difference was at each individual time point, and each was a planned test. For this reason, adjustments such as Tukey's test or Bonferroni adjustment were unwarranted (Hays, 1981) .
Discriminant Analysis
Discriminant function analysis was used to validate that these discrete regions of deviation were better discriminators of differences between healthy and CCLD behavior than using the entire cycle. Discriminant function analysis also allows the ability to use our regions of deviation to statistically assess new single subjects, classifying them into one of the existing groups based on their data within the preestablished regions. Using all data falling within the regions of deviation, a linear discriminant function was computed that maximally separated the healthy and CCLD subjects. The input data matrix was comprised of one row per subject, each containing ΔV j,n (i) at all points n where the alternate hypothesis holds for each joint j. The data were normalized to Z scores to remove scale differences of the three joints. Since the deviation patterns tend to highly correlate between neighboring percents, the variables were reduced by principal component analysis such that reduced data account for at least 70% of the total variance. The dominant three principal components were kept, which explained 72.9% of the total variance. Each subject's location in the resulting discriminant function determined whether that subject would be classified as healthy or having CCLD. The holdout method was used for a robust estimation of classification error, whereby subject-specific discriminant functions were estimated based on all but the subject being classified (Lachenbruch & Mickey, 1968) .
Validation that the regions of deviation were truly areas of interest was assessed by comparing error rates of the above result (DFA classification using ROD time points) to a second classification, following the same procedure, using the entire gait cycle as input data. This time, four dominant principal components were kept, explaining 76.2% variance. Should the classification using regions of deviation perform better than the classification using all data, we would be confident that the effects of CCLD are more concentrated in the regions of deviation, verifying that these regions are critical to the kinematic analysis of the data.
Results
Average affected and contralateral limb joint angle patterns of the CCLD group were qualitatively different from average normal limb behavior (Figure 1a-c) . The major peaks, previously analyzed by Ragetly et al. (2010) , are labeled for reference and comparison. The asymmetries induced by CCLD were readily apparent, illustrated by the average deviations from symmetry, D j,n ( Figure  1d-f ). Significant regions of deviation from symmetry in the CCLD group, as compared with the healthy group, are indicated by shading, whereas significant symmetry deviation (D j,n ) peaks resulting from the original ROD methodology are starred.
Comparing former significant peak angle differences to the shaded regions of deviation was the first step in Regions of deviation from symmetry between healthy and CCLD groups are shaded. Stars indicate significant peak differences via method by Shorter et al. (2008) . Stance/swing transition was normalized to 46% gait cycle. assessing the additional information provided by the new ROD methodology. Significant differences (between affected and contralateral limbs of the CCLD group) previously noted for at major peaks were hock flexion during stance (Ho2) and stifle flexion during swing (S3). Current results identified regions of deviation from symmetry at those peak locations. However, the ROD method also showed significance surrounding these peaks, and even at certain peaks not previously found to be affected (Ho3, Ho4, H2, and H3) (Ragetly et al., 2010) . The ROD method also identified large regions of deviation in symmetry of the hock throughout preswing to swing phases, and stifle at stance/swing transition throughout most of swing.
Discriminant function analysis using only the identified regions of deviation as input classified all but one (healthy) subject correctly-a classification error of 4.76%. Discriminant function analysis using all time points throughout the gait cycle performed worse, classifying three subjects incorrectly (one healthy and two CCLD)-a classification error of 14.29%.
Discussion
The ROD method is a technique for identifying regions of the gait cycle where joint motion deviates from normal (Shorter et al., 2008) . Although deviations from symmetry were computed across the gait cycle, the original statistical approach examined group differences only at peak D j,n values during stance and swing. The current work assessed the benefits and performance of an enhanced version of ROD analysis, which examined each point across the gait cycle by utilizing pointwise t tests of deviation values. We demonstrated these methods on a previous kinematic analysis of peak angle values during trotting of healthy and lame dogs (Ragetly et al., 2010) .
The most apparent benefit of performing pointwise t tests on the deviation from normative data, D j,n , was the indication of important gait cycle regions that lay outside peak values. Shaded regions of deviation beyond that of labeled peaks in Figure 1 were prevalent during most of the gait cycle for the hock, and between peaks S2 and S3 for the stifle. The updated statistical analysis also expanded on the previous ROD method by providing group comparison of symmetry deviations throughout the cycle via significance tests rather than at single points during stance and swing. Timing offsets (in addition to those compensated for by normalizing stance and swing) could also be uncovered in these regions; for example, the shaded region around peak S3 highlights a timing lag in the affected limb.
The existence of peaks within regions of deviation that were not found significant by Ragetly et al. (2010) uncovers other useful advantages of the ROD methodology. In that paper, comparison involved t tests between the peak joint angle values of normal, affected and contralateral CCLD limbs, whereas, in this paper, the ROD method compared the deviation from symmetry (Eq. 2) between the healthy and CCLD groups. The ability to detect abnormality is enhanced by the fact that asymmetry results from both lameness (on the affected side) and compensatory changes (on the contralateral side), and because this technique may account for symmetry artifacts that could exist (either natural or experimental) in the healthy population. The ROD method may also be used as an initial approach to rapidly discriminate specific areas of interest on which to focus and obtain further information. Regions of deviation analysis allows quick screening of the whole gait cycle to better understand changes in a subject's ambulation.
The performance of this enhanced ROD method was assessed through the DFA classification performance. Using the regions of deviation data instead of all time points resulted in lower DFA classification error. The improved DFA performance suggests that the ROD methodology is viable for distinguishing the most important differences between motion patterns. Discriminant function analysis can also be used to statistically extend ROD analysis to single subject cases. Assuming existence of healthy group data, one could analyze a single subject's corresponding deviations (D j,n ) from the group, but statistical significance would be lacking since t tests could not be performed on the single subject. Discriminant function analysis overcomes this and allows statistical diagnosis by classifying a new individual subject into either the healthy or pathological group. This benefit of the DFA provides a helpful tool for clinicians or researchers to initially assess gait impairment.
The ROD method is naturally extendable to all forms of gait and any time series data of interest. Shorter et al. (2008) also applied the ROD methodology to examine individual limbs compared with the normal group, rather than differences between limbs. This analysis could give a more in-depth understanding of how each limb is affected compared with normal, rather than focusing solely on symmetry changes. The effects of particular variables leading to increased regions of deviation and group separation for certain injuries or pathologies should be evaluated in future large-scale studies to improve the clinical effectiveness of these analyses.
Regions of deviation analysis using t tests provides a unique opportunity to focus gait analysis on regions of the gait cycle that demonstrate significant asymmetry. This study successfully demonstrated an expanded analysis beyond predetermined points of interest, such as peak differences, thus identifying regions of statistical significance throughout the gait cycle. Further, focusing on asymmetry magnitudes between limbs, rather than only assessing unilateral group means, may provide new insight into abnormal gait patterns. This work suggests that these regions of deviation should be examined more thoroughly. The improvements to the ROD analysis technique detailed in this article provide researchers and clinicians enhanced tools that can be used to both identify and understand the mechanisms behind lameness and compensation caused by conditions such as CCLD.
